Exploring infrared wavelength matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization of proteins with delayed-extraction time-of-flight mass spectrometry.
We report a study of the application of delayed extraction (DE) to infrared-wavelength matrix-assisted time-of-flight mass spectrometry (IR-MALDI-TOF-MS) of proteins. The shapes of the spectral peaks obtained with DE-IR-MALDI-MS are compared with those obtained from the same samples and matrix using continuous extraction (CE) IR-MALDI-MS. Application of DE results in significant improvements in the peak resolution, revealing spectral features (in proteins with molecular masses < 12 kDa) that were not resolved in the corresponding CE-IR-Maldi mass spectra. Particularly significant is a series of peaks on the high mass side of the protonated protein peaks that arise through replacement of protons by adventitious sodium ions in the sample. We deduced that these sodium replacement species are a significant contributor to the broad tails (and resulting peak asymmetries) that are a feature of the DE-IR-MALDI mass spectra of proteins with molecular masses > or = 17 kDa. The peak width reduction observed in IR-MALDI by DE suggests that, as in UV-MALDI, the initial velocity distribution for ions produced in the MALDI process contributes to the peak broadness in the CE mass spectra. In a systematic comparison between DE UV-MALDI and DE IR-MALDI, we determined that photochemical matrix adduction is present in UV-MALDI but absent in IR-MALDI. In addition, we find that protein ions produced by IR irradiation are less internally excited (i.e., cooler), exhibiting less fragmentation, more Na+ replacement and/or unspecified noncovalent adduction, and more heme adduction with apomyoglobin. Thus, IR-MALDI appears to be a softer means for producing gas-phase protein ions than is UV-MALDI. It will be of considerable practical interest to determine whether large protein ions produced by IR-MALDI are sufficiently cool to survive transport through reflecting TOF mass spectrometers (without loss of small neutral species such as H2O, NH3, and CO2) and the extended time periods required for detection by quadrupole ion trap and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass analyzers.